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Outline

 Paths to remedy under the OECD 

Guidelines for Multinational Companies

 NGO strategies: ‘naming and shaming’ by 

bringing testimony to light

 What role for OECD National Contact 

Points 

 Do they give space for ‘epistemic 
redress’?

 Or do they help reassert ‘corporate ways 
of knowing’?



The OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises

 “Recommendations addressed by governments 

to multinational enterprises" that aim to 

“strengthen the basis of mutual confidence 

between enterprises and the societies in which 

they operate” through corporate social 

responsibility (CSR)

 The 2011 Update: A new human rights chapter 

“consistent with” the ‘protect; respect; remedy’ 

pillars of the UN Guiding Principles on Business 

and Human Rights (BHR)

https://www.oecd.org/corporate/mne/

https://www.oecd.org/corporate/mne/


OECD National Contact Points

 Tasked with 

Promoting the Guidelines

Managing ‘specific instances’ towards agreed resolution on a voluntary basis

 Specific instances: Four phases

Initial Statement (accept or reject the complaint)

Offer of good offices (facilitate or conclude with or without investigation)

Conclusion (final statements and recommendations, mediated towards agreement 
between parties or not) 

Follow-up (have recommendations been followed?; have commitments been kept?)



National Contact Points: the promise and limitations of 
‘good offices’

 NCPs are not judicial bodies

They cannot impose sanctions

They aim at mediation towards agreement

They rely on participation and good will

 Where mediation occurs, human rights complaints are represented as 

‘disputes’ to be addressed through mediation through the NCP’s ‘good 

offices’

Note high rates of rejection prior even to mediation: 38% in 2019 (OECD Watch 
2020)

 Instead of remediation for victims as often sought in complaints the 

process shifts the focus onto future good conduct by firms



The UK NCP

 By far the busiest NCP (see left)

 Currently situated in the 

Department for International Trade

 3 full-time members of staff

 Independent Steering Board with 
advisory and oversight roles

 Regarded as a ‘good’ processor of 

complaints

 Very active on complaints and also 

on promoting awareness of the 

Guidelines

 However, a significant rejection rate: 

47% compared to <10% ‘agreement’ 

between parties



NGOs and the UK NCP
 The most successful complaints are brought by expert NGOs

 Indeed the NCP process – and its promotion activities – is aimed 
at expert ‘publics’, drawing in ‘interested parties’

 NGOs like RAID, Reprieve and Inclusive Development 

International use NCP complaints to seek redress from 

companies

 As part of broader campaigns aimed at global firms

 Often on behalf of or in collaboration with individual clients or 

‘local’ NGOs

 Re Vedanta in 2009: “a kind of pincer movement extended 

between a broad range of actors involved in local and 

international campaigns. international and domestic pressure was 

simultaneously placed on Vedanta in respect of the project.”

 Although NGOs frustration: they want ‘critical adjudications’ but 

the NCP wants ‘dialogue and consensus.’

Complainant to UK 

NCP
Complaints

Campaigns

*

RAID 12 7

Friends of the Earth 

(various)
7 5

Privacy International 8 2

Reprieve 4 2

Amnesty International 2 2

Global Witness 2 2

Lawyers for Palestinian 

Human Rights
2 2

* Where a number of complaints address a single issue



Bringing voices to the corporate home
Survival Intl v Vedanta (2009)

 “[It is seen that] Dongaria Kandha tribe resides in Niyamgiri Hills. As per the applicants, they have 
unique culture, they worship Niyamgiri Hills, are dependent on it for their survival and that 
undertaking of mining at Niyamgiri Hills will result in extinction of the tribe

 UK NCP Final statement: “Taking into consideration the Dongria Kondh’s traditional way of life and 
livelihood, Vedanta’s own data and the Census of India 2001 data, it is reasonable to assume that 
many members of the Dongria Kondh, may not be able to read and write and that more accessible 
means of communication should have been used in order to engage them effectively” (para 43)

 NCP recommended that Vedanta consult properly, and should “pay particular attention to the creation 
of an adequate consultation process, prior to the finalisation and execution of a project, with 
indigenous groups potentially affected by the company’s activities”

RAID v Glencore (2020)

 “Glencore should listen to local communities and take their concerns seriously, not just brush them 
aside as if they are of no importance,” said Delphine Kemneloum Djiraïbé, the chief attorney of 
PILC. “We look forward to being able to raise the communities’ concerns directly with Glencore via the 
UK NCP and to find solutions”



Epistemic injustice
Structural power manifested in how individuals 
‘know’ and how they treat the experiences of 
others.

Testimonial injustice: “prejudice causes a 
hearer to give a deflated level of credibility to a 
speaker’s word”

Hermeneutical injustice: “a gap in collective 
interpretive resources puts someone at an unfair 
disadvantage when it comes to making sense of 
their social experiences

Opportunity to focus on the agents reinforcing 
structural power

Even if we are not talking about the utterly 
voiceless here, we are talking about victims of 
perceived ‘moral luck’ whose experience may not 
be accounted for in ‘home’ countries or ‘head 
office’ accounts



Epistemic redress or reinforced 
ways of knowing?

 Epistemic redress means giving voice to hitherto marginalised 

people

 Social epistemology involves investigating the “epistemic effects 

of social interactions and social systems”

 Not just about testimony but about vocabularies for experiences 

that are accessible and accessed in the face of corporate 

domination

 Not just recognition of hitherto unpublicised wrongs but 

recognition of the patterns of domination that allowed wrongs



NCPs & epistemic 
redress

 Complaints tend to focus on direct 

interventions

 Cease current harms

 Improve processes

 Deliver financial remedies

 UK NCP recommendations tend to 

focus on commitments:

 Improved engagement

 Improved processes

Action 

sought

Rejected/

Blocked

Closed/

Withdrawn

Concluded Agreement Pending

/Filed

Total

Cease harm 11 1 9 3 2 26

Improve 

engagement 2 0 6 0 6 13

Financial 

remedy
6 1 2 0 2 11

Improve due 

diligence 4 0 0 1 6 11

Statement 

finding from 

ncp
0 1 6 0 0 7

Disclose 

processes
2 2 2 0 0 6

Improve 

processes 1 1 1 0 3 6

Action sought by 

NCP
Agreement Concluded Total

Improve processes 14 4 18

Improve 

engagement
6 2 8

Improve due 

diligence
5 2 7

Statement finding 

from NCP
4 1 5

Cease harm 2 2 4

Action sought (by campaign)

NCP Recommendation (by complaint)



An ambivalent picture

• Reflecting and reinforcing a broader shift in the 

corporatisation of human rights 

• Drawing rights into routine corporate accountability 

mechanisms

• Proceduralism draws all experience into the realm of 

corporate ways of ‘knowing’



Remedy through consensus or 
human rights as just another 
CSR category?

 Narrow scopes for agreement see NCPs facilitate a broader 

shift in what human rights come to mean when they encounter 

business processes

 Rights are operationalised in business processes (for good and 

ill) as auditable; measurable and procedural

 Through the NCPs, rights are retooled as internal business 

processes rather than as radical challenges to the impact 

business can have



Conclusions
 NCPs focus on good offices drives towards process 

rather than restitution

 But what space for experiences that don’t fit with the 

mechanism – where redress cannot come through 

compensation or consultation

 Part of a suite of strategies that bring testimony to the 

fore, but draw experiences into the corporate realm



Thank you!


